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Museum Grand OpeningMuseum Grand OpeningMuseum Grand Opening

 When the Manga Museum was being proposed they had two primary concepts in mind. The 
first of which was to be a driving force for cultural promotion by passing on the unique qualities and 
charm of manga to the next generation. To accomplish this, various works of manga and related 
materials, with a focus on local manga artists, have been collected and displayed at the museum to 
let people become familiar with the unique traits and narrative qualities of manga. The second was 
to contribute to the creation of a more attractive, individualistic and bustling city by providing a place 
for people of all ages and from across the entire country to gather.

 For those looking to enjoy manga and anime, there are various displays relating to works from 
local and country wide manga artists, information on the history of manga as well as how anime is made. 
For the opening, effort has been put into the production of an exhibit for Matsumoto Leiji. After that, an 
international level exhibit on Lupin the Third is planned.

 To broaden the base of manga culture the museum has prepared a care free area where citizens can 
read works from various manga artists and categories. The museum is proud to have collected nearly 
50,000 books through donations from citizens as well as from the purchase of new books.
 Furthermore, whiteboards with recommendations from “manga sommelier” (for each genre) are set 
up for guests to refer to and write down their own thoughts. This provides a place for visitors to 
communicate and contribute. The goal is to be a museum where a sense of participation with the visitors 
creates a model for citizen participation.

 To give visitors an opportunity to enjoy drawing for themselves, a project is underway to attempt 
to improve expressiveness and creativity through manga. With levels from beginner to advanced, 
participants are able to have first hand experience with creation, training and the exchange of knowledge 
and ideas.
 By creating an area for experiencing illustration while working with local artists, as well as class 
rooms, the aim is to support people with ambitions to become manga artists in the future and provide a 
lively environment for them.

 At the Manga Museum communication through reading is emphasized. The museum promotes 
cultural stimulation by providing a place for people to spend time, make new acquaintances and form new 
ideas.
 In the beginning exhibits will focus on local artists, and some exhibits will feature Augmented 
Reality. In the near future, a special exhibition is planned that is not limited to manga but will also include 
figurines and video games. 

Three themes （　Look、　Read 、　Draw）1 2 3
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Distinctive Exhibitions

 The Kitakyushu Manga Museum, the new hub for manga culture in Kitakyushu,  The Kitakyushu Manga Museum, the new hub for manga culture in Kitakyushu, 
opened on August 3rd 2012! Numerous well known manga artists started out in opened on August 3rd 2012! Numerous well known manga artists started out in 
Kitakyushu and are included in the exhibits.Kitakyushu and are included in the exhibits.

 The Kitakyushu Manga Museum, the new hub for manga culture in Kitakyushu, 
opened on August 3rd 2012! Numerous well known manga artists started out in 
Kitakyushu and are included in the exhibits.
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Kitakyushu’s special traits, why Kitakyushu?Kitakyushu’s special traits, why Kitakyushu?Kitakyushu’s special traits, why Kitakyushu?
 There are few spots in Kitakyushu geared toward manga culture and manga fans. Also, there is a 
broad variety in the gender, age, and genre of Kitakyushu's local manga artists. Another unique trait is 
that, as if to represent the fact that Kitakyushu developed as an industrial city, there are many manga artist 
who write mecha (giant robot) manga. 
 In Tokyo and Kyoto there are manga museums that deal with a broad international range of 
manga, however, a trait of the Kitakyushu Manga Museum is that it focuses on local manga while also 
expanding into other cultural aspects to deepen the personal experience of that world's culture.
 By visiting the city that produced so many manga artists, and coming in contact with its 
atmosphere, history, natural features and scenery it's possible to deepen one’s understanding of it.

 The word “museum” doesn’t always conjure images of excitement and fun. “Fun” is often lost in 
the shuffle as people meander by long rows of ancient artifacts and texts. The Kitakyushu Manga 
Museum, however, couldn’t be farther from this image. This is clear from the moment you enter and are 
greeted by a life size statue of Matsumoto Leiji’s Captain Harlock. This is not to say, however, that the 
atmosphere is in anyway irreverent to the source material. A sense of great respect and knowledge of the 
media and source material pervades the entire museum. 
 Immediately on your right is a well designed display of works from local manga authors as well as 
an introduction to the life and works of Matsumoto Leiji (Galaxy Express 999, Captain Harlock). Down 
the hall in the opposite direction is a room dedicated to the craft itself rather than the product. Displays 
provide numerous insights into the production and distribution of manga. Beyond this room is a hallway 
lined with readable examples from throughout the chronological history of manga. By just walking down 
this hall it’s possible to see the various trends in artistic style and genre that manga has gone through over 
the decades. After passing by the history of manga you arrive in a large room lined with floor to ceiling 
shelves of manga. Here is where the Manga Museum explicitly separates itself from more standard 
museums by becoming a relaxing and enjoyable place to hang out. 
 The Kitakyushu Manga Museum is a place where anyone interested in the history of manga and 
how it has developed into a cornerstone of Japanese story telling culture, or anyone who simply wants 
spend an afternoon reading manga, can relax and enjoy doing so.

20122012　8/3 ~ 10/21 Opening Exhibit.8/3 ~ 10/21 Opening Exhibit.
20122012　11/3 ~ 12/28 Lupin Exhibit.11/3 ~ 12/28 Lupin Exhibit.
20132013　1/12 ~ 2/24 Kaiyodo Co.,Ltd. (A famous figurine company).1/12 ~ 2/24 Kaiyodo Co.,Ltd. (A famous figurine company).

2012　8/3 ~ 10/21 Opening Exhibit.
2012　11/3 ~ 12/28 Lupin Exhibit.
2013　1/12 ~ 2/24 Kaiyodo Co.,Ltd. (A famous figurine company).

 Compared to the population of Kitakyushu there are few spots for manga fans to gather. Due to 
this there is a great deal of demand. By having many establishments and stores in one place all aimed 
toward the fans of various manga, anime and video games it becomes a place where people from 
South Western Honshu, Shikoku and the Kyushu region can gather. Moreover, by being close to Asia 
foreign people can enjoy it as well. 
 Through the collaboration of the Manga Museum and Aru Aru City, people can enjoy the entire 
building by shopping (the building is effectively the Museum Shop) and browsing. By providing a city 
map related to manga the museum can also contribute to sightseeing in the city. 

Aru Aru CityAru Aru CityAru Aru City

A First Hand ImpressionA First Hand ImpressionA First Hand Impression

Below is a schedule of upcoming events.Below is a schedule of upcoming events.Below is a schedule of upcoming events.

ORIGINALLY MADE IN KITAKYUSHU!
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Q1. What was your turning point to 
become an illustrator?
A1. I took electronic organ classes in middle and 
high school, so I originally considered the path of 
music. When I was applying to universities, I 

decided to change to 
become an illustrator, 
since I drew as a 
hobby, and applied to 
a design course at an 
art college. Back then, 
my illustrations were 
drawn using Copic 
markers, but I have 
been greatly 
influenced by CG 
illustration which was 
just becoming 
common at that time. 
In the end, my 
experience of opening 

a gallery for my original illustrations in high 
school and college became my turning point to 
seriously pursue the profession of an illustrator. 

Q2. What inspires your illustrations?  
A2.I draw what I want to draw, so I do not think 
too hard, but let my hand lead the pen. However, a 
lot of inspirations have come from my passion for 
jewels, power stones, flowers and fairies. I also 
draw illustrations catered for foreign events I 
attend, such as jewels and fairy themes for France 
and peony and Asian styles for Taiwan.

Q3. What are your hopes for the 
Kitakyushu Manga Museum?
A3. I have been involved since the concept and 
planning of the museum as a local manga related 
individual.
Currently, I actively exchange information and 
advice with people who love illustrations through 
my art atelier in Miyakomachi (at restaurant 
Forest) and presentations at art schools.
 Drawing pictures is very isolating work 
and it's easy to have concerns build up when 

you’re alone. I hope that the Manga Museum 
provides people with a place to alleviate these 
concerns by reading manga and listening to the 
author's lectures, as well as a place for people who 
like manga and anime to communicate and 
socialize.

Q4. What are some international events 
and work you do? 
A4. In particular, there is a huge event in Paris that 
introduces Japanese culture mainly focusing on 
anime and manga, but also extends to music and 
fashion, which I attend every year as an exhibitor. 
People have even made costumes based on my art, 
and I can feel the great potential of this subculture 
genre. 
 Last year I drew the art for a picture book, 
Kaguya Princesse for a French company 
(nobi-nobi) and another release is coming soon!
 I want to 
cherish local and 
domestic work while 
enthusiastically 
participating in 
international events.

Q5. Message:
A5. Last year I drew 
the art for a picture 
book for a French 
company nobi-nobi 
and another book will 
be released soon! I 
hope for more artists to cherish their original styles 
and see the world for experience.

Gensodo 幻想堂　(literal translation: the dream room)
HP: http://gensodo.web.fc2.com/
Illustration themes: flowers & girls with a gentle aura
Name: I nicknamed my group by mushrooms in 6th grade, 
but no one called me by mine, shiitake. Hoping for it to be 
used someday, I kept using the nickname to this day.
Resides in the suburbs bordering Kitakyushu City
Major events: Comic Market (Japan), Fancy Frontier 
(Taiwan), Japan Expo (France), and did 19 events (5 are 
int’l) in 2011.
Works: art (posters) for several local events in Kitakyushu 
and Fukuoka Prefecture and foreign picture books.

©しいたけ

©しいたけ

©しいたけ
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Kitakyushu Inochinotabi Museum（Formal Name: Museum of Natural History and Human History）

 Inochinotabi or “Journey of Life” represents the journey the guests are on as they learn about all life forms 
on Earth as well as the ongoing geographical and geological changes of the planet itself.

 The Inochinotabi Museum came to be when museums in the Yahatahigashi-ku Higashida District of 
Kitakyushu decided it would be favorable to form a group of museums 
about history, natural history, the environment, science and industry with 
the environment as a common theme. With the "SHINE Museum 
Concept" as its foundation three previously separate museums; the 
History Museum (opened in 1975), the Natural History Museum (opened 
in 1981) and the Museum of Archeology (opened in 1983) were united to 
form the largest museum in Western Japan in November 2002.
　
 At the Inochinotabi Museum there is:
The Earth Mall where the long journey that many life forms took since 
life began approximately four billion years ago is introduced.
The Time Travel Room where you can, as if having traveled back in time, experience Kitakyushu as it was 130 
million years ago during the Mesozoic Era and Cretaceous Period reproduced as a diorama.
The Nature Discovery Hall where mounted animals and reproductions of the native animals from Kitakyushu's 
coasts and forests are on display.
The Archeological Research Halls and Ethnology Research Halls where life size reproductions of Pit Dwellings 
from the Yayoi period and the company housing built in the 1950s for Yawata Steelworks let you see what it was 
like to live during those times.
The themed exhibit room where you can enjoy learning about the history of Kitakyushu, from earthenware and 
ornaments from the Stone age to Tumulus period, as well as ancient documents, armor, helmets and daily 
implements from the medieval to early modern times excavated in Kitakyushu that are on display in various areas 
and are explained with images and sounds in theaters and dioramas.
These kinds of exhibitions on natural history, human history, archeology and their various characteristics are on 
display.

 Also, to proactively develop international exchange, in November 
2010, an "Agreement relating to an Eastern Asia Friendship Museum" 
was signed with the Incheon Municipal Museum in Kitakyushu's sister 
city Incheon, Korea as well as with the Lushen Museum in 
Kitakyushu’s friendship city Dalian, China. 
The Lushen Museum has archeological and artistic artifacts from 
China. The Incheon Municipal Museum has documents and similar 
artifacts from its own history and culture.

 In October 2011, as the first rotating exhibition the “Modern 
Scenery of Dalian, ‘Lushen Museum Collected Historical Photographs 

of Dalian’” exhibition was opened. Pictures of Dalian were taken specifically for publication to show the 
appearance of modern Dalian and are published in magazines such as "Manchuria Graph".
 In October 2012, the three friendship museums are intending to have a rotating exhibit titled "Pictures of 
the Development of Dalian city".
 In addition, the assembly of director generals and exchange of curators is progressing. For the future, the 
exchange of exhibit items, collaborative research and other cultural exchange is being discussed.
 Also, to commemorate the ten years since the museum opened, a special exhibit is planned for October 
2012 about the progress of the museum over the last 10 years.
 Won't you try learning about culture in Kitakyushu?
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○With the goal of making the city more festive and appealing, the 
largest event of its kind the "B Level Local Gourmet Cuisine 
National Competition" is being held at the Kokura city center in 
Kitakyushu.

○Our local B level gourmet cooking is comprised of local specialties 
and cuisine that is cheap, delicious and loved by locals. On the day 
of the event approximately 70 organizations from across the country 
will gather and introduce the B level local gourmet cuisine that they 
are proud of.

○The two locations for the B-1 include the "Seaside grounds" in the area around the Asano Shiokaze Park 
which is near the entrance to the Shinkansen at JR Kokura station and the "Riverside grounds" which is 
in Katsuyama Park. It will be held on Oct 20th (Sat) - 21st (Sun).

○In addition to the B-1 competition, on the day of the event the 
“Charismatic Kitakyushu!” fair will be held in the vicinity of city 
hall. To share the charm of Kitakyushu both within the city and with 
other cities, Kitakyushu’s food culture, specialty products, tourist 
attractions and environmental initiatives will be on display.

○Either meeting ground is close to the JR station and in between the 
two locations are tourist and trade locations such as the Manga 
Museum, Kokura Castle and the Matsumoto Seicho Memorial 
Museum. Effort has been put into creating a sense of hospitality for 
tourists at local shopping districts so attendees should have no 
problems enjoying our city.

○We want to take this opportunity to have lots of people come to Kitakyushu City and experience the 
charm of "Country wide B-level local gourmet" as well as of our city.

     For more information please go to: http://www.city.kitakyushu.lg.jp/english/e20100048.html

breaks encourage fun English immersion.

 E.S.S. has received high scores in various 

contests over the years, such as at the All-Asian 

Intervarsity Debating Championships in 2007 and a 

competition held at Yamaguchi University in 2011, 

where they took 1st place and Waseda U. took 3rd 

place.

 E.S.S. aims to increase natural English 

communication experiences and skills by hosting 

more conversational events with foreigners and going 

over-seas on 

volunteer Japanese 

teaching exchanges.

 The University of      

Kitakyushu offers         

three levels of 

Japanese classes for   

foreigners, three times a week (41 times a term). If 

you stay in Kitakyushu for a while, please try 

enrolling in one of their classes!

 The University 

of Kitakyushu 

originated in 1946 

when a school 

specializing in English 

and foreign affairs was 

established and was 

promoted as a strong foreign language university.

 The English Study Society (E.S.S.) was 

founded 66-years ago as a proactive environment to 

improve general English skills through teamwork and 

stimulation beyond generations, with many who 

progressed to English related professions. Currently, 

60 members work on speeches and debates, including 

interpreting. Practice sessions during the day and 

night are led in English and training camps over long 

re conversational events with for
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LETTERS FROM KITAKYUSHU

     
     During the Edo period (1603-1868) the 
main roads from various local areas to Edo 
(present day Tokyo) developed rapidly. At 
the time, the "Koyanose Shuku" on the 
"Nagasaki Kaido" from Nagasaki, the only 
port in Japan open to the world, to Kokura 
in Kitakyushu, prospered as one of the six 
Shukuba towns (Chikuzen Mushuku) in the country of Chikuzen (currently the 

Western part of Fukuoka prefecture).
     The entire town complete with houses, shrines and temples has been passed down since the Edo period and still 
retains the same atmosphere that it had as an Edo period Shukuba town.

     At the center of the town is the "Nagasaki Kaido Koyanose Shuku Memorial 
Hall" that has become the primary facility for introducing the Koyanose Shuku from 
the Edo period.
     Currently, various initiatives are being carried out as part of the 400 year 
anniversary of the opening of the Chikuzen Mushuku. On the first Sunday of 
November the "Chikuzen Koyanose Shukuba Festival" will take place. Won’t you 
take this opportunity to experience a Shukuba town of the Edo Period, while getting 
a feel for what it was like to be a traveler at that time?

     Guten Tag! I’m 
Benjamin and I came 
from Germany to work 
in Kitakyushu in August 
2010 on the JET 
Programme. Kitakyushu 
is such an awesome 
place. I will definitely 
come back. I really like 
the various faces the 
city has; the ocean, mountains, green areas, but also 
modern shopping districts next to ancient temples. To 
my happy surprise, the citizens of Kitakyushu are 
highly interested in environmental protection and I was 

often asked about 
environmental 
policies and efforts in 
Germany. Each ward 
has many things to 
explore and offers 
possibilities for 
whatever interests you 
may have. I am so 
thankful for the great 

things I experienced and the amazing people I’ve met. 
Some of my experiences included, cheering with the 
passionate supporters for the local pro soccer team 
Giravanz, enjoying drinks at Kakuuchi 
(Kitakyushu-style liquor store combined with a standing 
bar), shooting a TV show about the city with NHK, 
having the pleasure to eat and drink with sumo wrestlers 
at their reception and much more. I hope you will also 
have a great time here! Kanpai!

     Hello Kitakyushu! 
My name is Nicholas 
Coan, and it’s a 
pleasure to be here. I 
was born and raised 
in Portland, Oregon 
and excluding the 
year and a half that I 
lived in Japan I have 
always lived in Portland. Portland used to be a pretty 
unknown place but as of late it has become surprisingly 
popular among the youth of America as a haven for 
“individuality”. In Japan, however, I still have to 
explain that there, in fact, exists a state in between 
Washington and California. That is part of the very 
reason that I am here though, to share information about 
America that may not be commonly known here in 
Japan.
     I lived in Toyama, Japan as a High School exchange 
student in 2005 for one year. I then returned in 2009 as a 
College exchange student in Hirakata City for half a 
year. In 2009 I graduated from Portland State University 
with a BA in English. While at college I didn’t study 
Japanese but I did continue to be connected to Japan by 
working at the Office of International Affairs at Portland 
State University. For four summers, I worked with one 
month long Japanese exchange programs at Portland 
State. This marks my third time living in Japan, and 
despite the bar being set extremely high I have a feeling 
this may be the best time yet.
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From Dalian 1hour 50minutes
Dalian International Airport > Fukuoka Airport

From Incheon 1hour 10minutes
Incheon International Airport > Kitakyushu Airport

FromShanghai 1hour 30minutes
Shanghai International Airport > Fukuoka Airport

Kitakyushu Airport
Kitakyushu

Access to KitakyushuAccess to KitakyushuAccess to Kitakyushu

From Tokyo
Air: 1hr. 30min.
Haneda Airport--Kitakyushu Airport
Shinkansen Bullet Train:4hr. 32min.
JR Tokyo Sta.--JR Kokura Sta.

From Fukuoka
Expressway Bus: 1hr. 19min.
Fukuoka Airport--JR Kokura Sta.
Shinkansen Bullet Train: 17min.
JR Hakata Sta.--JR Kokura Sta.

Kitakyushu Airport
Current Participating Airlines
★STARFLYER

 (Kitakyushu-Tokyo)
 (Kitakyushu-Busan)
★JAPAN AIRLINES

 (Kitakyushu-Tokyo)
★ANA

 (Kitakyushu-Tokyo)
★SKYMARK

 (Kitakyushu-Tokyo)
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Kitakyushu in a FLASH!Kitakyushu in a FLASH!Kitakyushu in a FLASH!
Designated as Japan’s  Environmental Model city

POPULATION
・1 million 
・12th largest city in Japan
・Registered Foreigners: ~12,000 

SISTER-FRIENDSHIP CITIES
・Tacoma, Washington. U.S.A.
・Norfolk, Virginia, U.S.A.
・Dalian, China
・Incheon, Korea

INTERNATIONAL 
COOPERATION PROJECTS
・Waterworks:

Haiphong(Vietnam), Dalian
(China), and Cambodia

・Environmental clean-up:
Surabaya(Indonesia)

INTERNATIONAL 
RECOGNITION
・Environmental Model City

National Government Award 2008
・Earth Summit 2002

Sustainable Development Award
・UNCED Local Government

Governmental Honors
・UN Global 500 Award for

Environmental Cleanup

INTERNATIONAL TRADE
・Export: Approx. one trillion yen
・Top 5 exports: steel materials,

machines, shipping containers,
electrical equipment, rubber
objects such as tires and tubes.

・Top 5 exports accounts for 74.4%
of exported goods.

・Top 5 exporting to: China, Korea,
Taiwan, Thailand, and the U.S.A.

・Top 5 imports: coal, natural & 
manufactured gas, electrical
equipment, steel materials,
machines.

INTERNATIONAL 
STUDENTS
・Total Universities: 11

(Not including vocational schools)
・Total University Students: ~22,000
・Total Int’l Students: ~1,500

Please feel free to e-mail if you would like to receive an online PDF link (or switch from paper to data or vice versa). 
★ Previous editions of the KITAKYUSHU BRIDGES in PDF can be viewed from the following link ★
 http://www.city.kitakyushu.lg.jp/english/e20100007.html

h i Fh i LALAk hkk ASASKit k h i FLASH!

　     From July 23rd to August 6th 2012, with the goal of providing an 
opportunity to youth for cultural exchange as well as to deepen the mutual 

understanding and friendship between Japan and America through exchange 
with our sister city, ten elementary and junior high school students from our 
city were sent to our sister city Norfolk and Virginia Beach.

     The children had various personal experiences in America, including 
receiving a visit from the Mayor of Norfolk as well as of Virginia Beach, 

attending a CPR training session at an emergency medical center, volunteering to 
introduce Japanese culture at a local library, and teaching origami and calligraphy to children. 

     The children spent the majority of their near two weeks in America with host families, allowing them to experience American 
lifestyles first hand. With comments like "I was really happy when my host family understood my explanation despite my poor 
English", and "Everyone was bright and cheerful and treated me as if I was part of the family", it seems they enjoyed their cultural 
immersion in America.
     Also as part of the program this time, students from our city, as well as 20 elementary 
and junior high school students from Miyazaki, which is Norfolk's neighbor city Virigina 
Beach's sister city, participated in an event held by the Norfolk Sister City Association and 
the JECC (Japanese Education Culture Center) as part of the plan for revival after the 
earthquake. In addition, 14 elementary school students from Ishinomaki City in Miyagi 
Prefecture, which was one of the areas struck by the Tohoku earthquake, were specially 
invited to the event.
     We at Kitakyushu hope that children who have had these kinds of intercultural 
experiences while they’re young are able to become a bridge between America and Japan 
in the future.

Youth Exchange Project

Reader SurveyReader SurveyReader SurveyDear readers,
 In this age of web logs and tweets, paper publications are disappearing left and right and we here at Kitakyushu canʼt ignore this. We are considering going digital only with 
pdfs, or possibly changing the format of bridges into a dedicated website. Do you prefer to read the printed version or the digital version of Bridges? Would you want to use a website with 
similar information, but updated more frequently? The opinions we receive will be a major factor in our decision, so please tell us what you think!
 Please send your thoughts to: nicholas_coan01@mail2.city.kitakyushu.jp


